The strongest well-known measure for the quality of a universal hash-function family is its being ε-strongly universal (ε-SU). We give an example application in which this measure is too week, and we introduce a stronger measure for the quality of a hash-function family, ε-variationally universal (ε-VU). We explain the utility of this notion and provide an approach for constructing efficient ε-VU hash-function families.
Background
A hash-function family H is a collection of hash functions, each h ∈ H having some common domain A and some common, finite, codomain B. One assumes a hash family to be samplable: one can choose a random h from H. Often we assume that the domain A is a set of strings. An element m ∈ A will be called a message. Carter and Wegman introduced hash-function families, and they and Stinson give various measures of their quality [1] [2] [3] , as we now describe.
Hash family H is strongly universal (SU) if for all distinct messages m, m from the domain, the pair (h(m), h(m )) is uniformly distributed when h is randomly sampled from H. Two relaxations of SU are ε-almost universal (ε-AU) and ε-strongly universal (ε-SU), where ε ∈ [0, 1] is a real number. A hash-function family H is ε-AU if the probability that any two distinct messages m, m collide (ie, hash to the same output), when hashed by a randomly selected member of H, is at most ε. When ε is deemed small we say, informally, that H almost-AU. A hash-function family H is ε-SU if for all distinct messages m, m from domain A and all c, c from codomain B,
, and
The first condition says that h(m) is uniformly distributed over B given a randomly chosen h, and the second condition says that you cannot guess h(m) with a probability better than ε even if you know h(m ). When ε is deemed small we say, informally, that H almost-SU.
Almost-AU and almost-SU hash functions have proven to be useful tools, and there is substantial literature on fast computer implementations for these objects. Constructions and software implementations have been given for ε-AU and ε-SU hash-function families with small ε, say ε ≤ 2 −30 , and peak processing rates of less than one CPU cycle per byte of message [4] [5] [6] . Known constructions for SU families are much slower to compute.
While the notion of an almost-SU hash-function family might seem strong, we suggest that it is actually weaker than one may need to be generally useful. As an example, consider the hash familyH = {h f,c : {0,
64 is a function and c is a 64-bit string. Define h f,c (x) = c || f (x). Choosing a random member ofH is achieved by choosing a random f and c. This family is 2 −64 -SU, which sounds good, but there are natural applications where this family is less appropriate than one might expect. Consider a message authentication scheme where messages are hashed by a random member of the hash-function family, and the result is encrypted by xoring it with a random value, producing a tag. Wegman and Carter showed that when the hash-function family is almost-SU, the tag can be used to establish the message's authenticity [2] . It is often desired, however, to truncate the tag to create a shorter one. One expects this to diminish the level of security, but significant security should remain even if one were to truncate tags to 64 bits, for example. But for the hash functionH, truncating so as to leave the first 64 bits will produce identical hash values for every message hashed. The truncated tags will not be usable for message authentication.
We suggest that the definition of ε-SU, which focuses on ones inability to know the entire value of h(m) once one knows h(m ), is not a technically desirable way to relax the definition of SU for applications like that above. One should instead formalize that everything about h(m) looks random, even if one knows h(m ). We realized this as a byproduct of our earlier work on creating a fast-to-compute message authentication code and a fast-to-compute hash function on which to base it [5] . Achieving the strengthened notion of hash-function security will remain computationally cheap, but a hash-function family that is designed and implemented so as to achieve the strengthened notion will make a more generally-useful tool.
Notation
If S is a finite set then x $ ← S denotes the experiment of choosing a random element of S. A distribution on strings, D, is a probability measure over the universe {0, 1} * . That is, each string y ∈ {0, 1} * has an associated probability
outcome ]] we denote the distribution which is determined by performing the indicated experiment and then returning the specified outcome. The experiment may involve a semicolon-separated list of steps, which are performed in order. If S is a finite set then Uniform(S) is the uniform distribution on S. So in the notation just introduced, , and
Roughly speaking, we demand that for any distinct m and m , the value h(m) should look random even if you know h(m ). The quantity ε measures how far from random h(m) might be. If ε is deemed small we may say, informally, that H is almost-VU.
An equivalent formulation. Another natural way to claim that a hash function appears random over two points is to say that no algorithm can do well at distinguishing between the hash-values of two distinct messages and a random pair of codomain points. , and
The difference of inequality (2) Almost-SU is weaker than almost-VU. Any almost-VU family of hash functions is almost-SU as well; specifically, if H is an ε-VU hash-function family with range B then it is also (ε + 1/|B|)-SU. The converse is not true.Think back to hash-function familyH described in Section 1. It is almost-SU, but it is not almost-VU. This hash family satisfies part (1) of the ε-VU definition but it only satisfies part (2) for high ε. For each randomly chosen h ∈H there are only 2 64 strings that can be produced because h always produces the same initial 64 bits, and for each input all 2 64 possible outputs are equiprobable. So the distance between the distribution for h(m) and Uniform({0, 1} 128 ) is 2
Are typical almost-SU constructions almost-VU? The degenerate example above notwithstanding, one might wonder if well-known constructions for almost-SU hash functions are already almost-VU. Certainly SU hashfunction families are 0-VU, but typical constructions for almost-SU hash functions will not be almost-VU. As an example, consider hashing using polynomial evaluation [1, 4, 7] . In one form of this paradigm, messages are broken up into words and the words are interpreted as coefficients in a polynomial over some finite field, say the field with p points. Given a prime p, the following hash family H = {h a,b : Z 
, which is exactly (p − 1)/2p, a number greater than 1/3 for any p > 3.
An Almost-VU Construction
While SU hash-families are 0-VU, we have already remarked that no SU constructions are known with efficiency comparable to that of best almost-AU constructions. Composing a high-speed ε-AU hash family with an SU hash family is a good alternative to using an SU family directly. The composite hash-function family will do the bulk of the work in the fast, almost-AU part but will be almost-VU because of the SU component (we are thinking of the almost-AU hash function as having A large, like A = {0, 1} * , and B small, like B = {0, 1} 128 ). We will now show that this construction works.
Let H = {h: A → B} and G = {g: B → C} be hash-function families. We define the composed family of functions
To choose a random element from G • H we choose random elements h ∈ H and g ∈ G, and consider g • h to be the random element. We note that the conclusion is actually stronger than saying that H su • H au is ε-VU. This is attributable to the lack of scaling in the definition of ε-AU (and in the definition of ε-SU as well), perfection being achieved at ε = 1/|B| and not ε = 0.
PROOF.
Let c ∈ C and let m, m ∈ A be distinct messages. For convenience, let f be shorthand for g•h and let all probability measures be over the choice of h ∈ H au and g ∈ H su . Because H su is strongly universal g(h(m)) is uniformly distributed over C for randomly chosen g ∈ H su and any fixed h ∈ H au , and so it is uniformly distributed over C for random g ∈ H su and random h ∈ H au .
